
Lk 3:36 
P75 

 
NA27 Luke 3:35 tou/ Serou.c tou/ ~Ragau. tou/ Fa,lek tou/ :Eber tou/ Sala. 
NA27 Luke 3:36 tou/ Kai?na.m tou/ VArfaxa.d tou/ Sh.m tou/ Nw/e tou/ La,mec 
NA27 Luke 3:37 tou/ Maqousala. tou/ ~Enw.c tou/ VIa,ret tou/ Maleleh.l 
tou/ Kai?na.m 

 
omit:  P75?, D, d 
 
P75:  
This page was integrated into the binding and had not been photographed. Aland 
explicitly agrees with this omission, as "vid", in his collation of P75.  
 
In the 1980s part of the binding could be photographed with infra-red 
photography in the British Museum while they were trying to conserve the 
codex. The results have finally been published:  
• M.-L. Lakmann "Papyrus Bodmer XIV-XV (P75) - Neue Fragmente" Museum 

Helveticum 64 (2007) 22-41 
• J.M. Robinson "Fragments from the cartonnage of P75" HTR 101 (2008) 231-

52 
 
Lakmann and Martin/Kasser give:  
(green extant, red doubtful) 
1  tou 
2 ioudaÎtouiakwbtouisaaktoua 
3 braÎamÐtouqarÎaÐtounacwÎrtouserouc 
4 touÎragaÐutoufaleÎkÐtouÎeber 
5 tÐouÎsalatouaÐrfaÎxÐadtÎouÐsÎhm 
6 tounwetouÐlamectoumaÎqousa 
7 latouenwcÐtouiarettoumÎale 
8 lehltoukainÐamtouenwstÎou 
9 shqtouadÐamtouquñ  ·         ihsñ  
10 deÎplÐhrhsÎpnosñagioÐuupestreyeÎnÐ 
 
Lakmann notes that much of the text, esp. lines 6-9 "cannot be read anymore", 
because the folios are pasted together. The text given for those parts is that 
of Martin and Kasser. I have no idea, why this is the case. Lakmann prints in bold 
letter she has actually seen. These include the underlined parts.  
 



The photo given in Lakmann's article is illegible. Only an ou (from tou) can be 
seen.  
 
Overall one can conclude from the above evidence that P75 omitted one of these 
three names: tou/ :Eber, tou/ Sala. or tou/ Kai?na.m.  
 
Since all of these names are within a lacuna, it is impossible to decide which 
name had been omitted. The assumption that the omitted name is Kai?na.m 
seems to be based on the fact that this name is omitted by D; but there is no 
guarantee (indeed there is no particular reason to assume) that P75 omitted the 
same word as D.  
 
 


